Mission Statement

we get it
we’re good to go

we get going, mad, tough, ready, ahead
we know the news
we count on it

for us, “it” is a noun
and bought implies can
it is because of us

we take charge
we take credit
we take taxis
we spare no expense, feelings, change

we are relativists, absolutely

we are in demand, in short supply,
in fine form and invulnerable,
indecently in the know

we like it big
we make it big
we make it happen – make no mistake about it

we spot crazes
we run like crazy and are driven there
we career
we are occupational hazards
we take risks
to the next level

we work our magic, have our way
check in, cash out

we take stock, not prisoners
we don’t ask questions unless we feel like it
we burn bridges, then we burn rivers
we never let well enough alone
we value your business
we welcome your comments
we know who you are if we need to
we take Visa

we like things
we like things to work out
we like things that way

we agree among ourselves
we tend to blur distinctions
our devotion to eros is insincere
we have people who do that
we have epiphanies on phones
we have a number where we can reach ourselves

you pay for our mistakes
if you have enough
but enough is not enough